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New Yorkâ€“based photographer Cat Jordan is ready to begin a new life with her successful,

button-down boyfriend. But when she learns that sheâ€™s inherited the estate of a complete

strangerâ€”a woman named Isabelle de Florianâ€”her life is turned upside down.Cat arrives in Paris

to find that she is now the owner of a perfectly preserved Belle Ã‰poque apartment in the ninth

arrondissement, and that the Frenchwomanâ€™s family knew nothing about this secret estate. Amid

these strange developments, Cat is left with burning questions: Who was Isabelle de Florian? And

why did she leave the inheritance to Cat instead of her own family?As Cat travels France in search

of answers, she feels her grasp on her New York life starting to slip. With long-buried secrets

coming to light and an attraction to Isabelle de Florianâ€™s grandson growing too intense to ignore,

Cat will have to decide what to let go of, and what to claim as her own.Revised edition: This edition

of Paris Time Capsule includes editorial revisions.
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A few months ago I read a online article about an apartment in Paris that had been abandoned for

70 years. In 1942 the owner had fled Paris fearing Nazi persecution but had continue to make the



monthly payments for the apartment. Only after her death in 2010 at the age of 91 her executor sent

a team to find out why payments on the apartment had been kept up for 70 years.When the team

arrived and unlocked the apartment door, they found a stunningly preserved Parisian apartment

filled with many antiques and artwork, all dating back to as far as 1888. What they also found were

love letters written by some of the wealthiness and powerful men in history. I am talking Prime

Ministers and famous artists!As they dug through the various artworks, clothes, jewels and antiques

the team were in complete shock as I am sure I would be too, history from so many years ago was

perfectly preserved. But why the owner never returned is a mystery that will never be solved.Except

if you are an author with a stunning imagination, brilliant writing skills and a strong believe in happy

endings. Then us reading addicts get the chance to step into the abandoned apartment and get

taken on a beautiful journey of romance, mystery and history.Author Ella Carey, incorporated this

remarkable real life event into a even more remarkable read. We meet Cat, who suddenly find

herself as the new owner of the abandoned apartment.

How could Catherine Jordan have ever believed that a plainly wrapped package with a pretty bow

from Paris would turn her world upside down and inside out? It wasn't just a simply wrapped present

from someone in that city, but an immersion into a mysterious world of suspense, intrigue and

complications that now filled her former calm and stable life.Plodding along in her calm and serene

life, Catherine â€œCatâ€• Jordan is content as a photographer for a studio and pleased in her stable

relationship with her boyfriend,Christian Carter. When the package arrives and she needs to go to

Paris to straighten it out, she never realizes all the changes that would take place. The key she

received in the package belongs to an apartment caught in a time warp, filled with priceless

possessions, and a decades old mystery. With the arrival of Loic Archer, the grandson of the

previous owner, on the scene, the mystery deepens. She wants to do the right thing and give it to

him and his family, but they refuse without knowing why Isabelle de Florian, their grandmother,

wanted it this way. So a deal is struck between them. She will investigate the mystery and if she can

prove it is theirs, they will take it. But she can't forget Christian, who wants to hurry their

engagement along swiftly. No one seems to care what she wants. Only she has the same question,

what does she want?With every answer came another question. Why did Isabelle leave a Parisian

apartment filled with antiques, love letters and an original Boldini painting to her? Why was

everything not left to her own family instead? Was she so accommodating now with Christian that

she would allow others to plan her engagement party and wedding regardless of her desires? How

could she continue to ignore the feelings that she felt for Loic?
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